INCITO 2⅛
ROUND / SQUARE
SCIENCE POWERS DESIGN
gotham®
The Incito 2” is an amazingly powerful, high-performance LED family elegantly packaged with a 2” luminous aperture. It can be mounted in spaces far tighter than any currently available downlight with similar output capability. Incito 2” renders a world of unprecedented versatility — tailored to deliver excellent performance from an intelligent design.

Limitless flexibility
From the floor, every Incito 2” luminaire looks exactly the same. Regardless of the lumen output or beamspread, and whether a downlight, cylinder, adjustable or wallwash — a glance at the ceiling reveals an indistinguishable set of luminous apertures rendering a consistent, uniform appearance. Form factor is no longer a limitation to your design.

Precision & Control
Available as a downlight, adjustable, wallwash, adjustable lensed, or cylinder, with a range of lumen packages usually associated with luminaires of a much greater scale — this family is limitless. Incito 2” grants the ability to harness this level of power, precision, and control from an exceedingly small aperture. Imagine the possibilities.

The Incito 2” cylinder brings downlight precision and performance below the ceiling to a compact and elegant pendant, cable, surface, or wall-mount configuration.

Breakthrough distribution from a patent-pending optical design allows Incito 2” to be positioned as close as 6” to an adjacent wall with smoothly rendered wallwash beam performance. Create a layer of light with depth and uniformity — all while maintaining a consistent global shape.

Downlight
Truly a minimalist luminaire, Incito 2” has been designed for install-from-below. It’s a benefit that goes hand in hand with the power and performance Incito delivers from a compact 2” aperture, along with the architectural advantages an extraordinarily quiet ceiling can provide.

Adjustable
For precise aiming, manual tilt adjustments from 0°-40° and rotation up to 365° are easily navigated, all from below the ceiling.

The versatile family
There is a rhythm to every space. And like a great piece of music, it’s built from a number of overlapping pieces, each one adding depth and movement to the final mix. Somewhere in the interaction between crisp and diffuse, or between light and dark, lies the emotional resonance that attracts people to a particular environment.

Incito 2” is the right instrument for the job — a single, powerful, versatile luminaire capable of multiple harmonies and effects. With the variety of output, beamspread, and CCT options, along with the availability of downlight, wallwash, adjustable, and cylinder versions, designers can use a single product for virtually any layer of light.

In a single room or throughout a series of connected spaces, the rhythms can change. But even as a designer’s intentions for spaces shift, they seek continuity — with the focus on lighting effects below the ceiling, not the source above.

This time, one (very small) size truly does fit all.

**ENTRYWAY**
In lobbies or entry areas with high ceilings, Incito 2” luminaires can be clustered to generate higher lumen levels, but also to create rhythmic visual effects on the ceiling. Use layers of light to effectively cadence the wayfinding in the application.

- **Lumen package:** 2 x 1000 | 750
- **Distribution:** 20° beam angle | 45° beam angle

**COUNTERSPACE**
Reception or work areas require strong, focused task light and a balance of horizontal and vertical illumination for visual acuity. Cylinders can hang at any length and the flexibility of beam angles enables the tailoring of light to the task.

- **Lumen package:** 750
- **Distribution:** 20° beam angle

**RECEPTION WALL**
Wallwash luminaires placed close to the wall render a smooth gradient on the vertical surface. In addition, this element focuses attention, adds visual hierarchy, and also enhances the sense of depth and spaciousness.

- **Lumen package:** 1000
- **Distribution:** Wallwash

**FEATURE**
Draw customers to displays or featured artwork using a dynamic, adjustable downlight. Incito 2” optics are field-interchangeable, enabling the designer to tailor the beam angle and distribution to the ever-changing feature.

- **Lumen package:** 1500
- **Distribution:** 15° beam angle
Pure minimalism: Less is more. The foundations of modern design flow naturally from this single, simple idea. Designers can now adapt that sensibility to the ceiling in its purest form. Power and performance, precisely fitted into an amazingly small aperture — Incito 2” is a luminaire that redefines the phrase “minimalist luminaire.” Its small size and consistent shape allow the creation of an exceptionally quiet ceiling. Occupants of spaces fitted with Incito 2” luminaires will see the effect of lighting — not its source.

Go ahead and make a statement. The simplicity and flexibility of Incito 2” allows designers to think differently, because not every situation calls for quiet. For bolder applications, the ceiling plane becomes a blank canvas, with downlights recast as graphic elements — custom patterns or clustered luminaires can amplify visual interest, create focal points, or help with wayfinding.

The Incito 2” family is the latest incarnation of a longstanding Gotham ideal — to create technology that gives designers the ability to do something extraordinary.

INCITO 2-INCH: FIND YOUR RHYTHM.